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0. INTRODUCTION
One of the basic tools in studying the characterization of functional
spaces in terms of wavelet expansions is the result asserting that each
rapidly decreasing function, all of whose moments of order - r vanish,
can be represented as a sum of differential monomials of order r applied
to certain rapidly decreasing functions. A precise statement of this result is
w xgiven by Lemma 12 in Meyer's book 2, Chap. II, Section 6 . The proof
given there suggests a double recursion on r and the number of variables;
for the sake of simplicity, the author presents only the proof for the case
r s 1 with some suggestions for completing the details.
In this present paper we are dealing with several extensions of the above
result. Our first aim is to present an elementary method for obtaining the
differential representation without involving any recursive step. In another
direction, we consider the differential representation of three categories of
objects to which the notion of vanishing moment may apply: Radon
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measures, rapidly decreasing functions, and elements of Besov spaces. For
each of these we show that the differential representation can be achieved
via objects from the same category. For measures it is simply obtained by
integrating the Taylor expansion of a test function. Then the representa-
tion for objects with higher regularity is obtained by an appropriate
regularization of the former. In fact, for each of the three above-men-
tioned types of objects, we define linear operators S which are continuousa
for the topologies related to the specific objects under consideration, so
that the formula
f s ­ aS f . a
< <a sr
 .holds whenever the object f measure of function has vanishing moments
of order - r, i.e., it holds whenever f is an r-oscillating function.
We apply our results to the study of vaguelettes systems and to the
associated inequalities. A definition of a vaguelettes system having
w x``minimal'' regularity has been proposed in Meyer's book 3 , where the
Bessel inequality
1r2
2< <j c F C j 1 . jk jk jk /
j, k j , k2
 .has been proved for every such system c . Vaguelettes systems provedjk jk
 w x.themselves a useful tool in study of inverse problems see Donoho 1 for
the reason that significant types of differential and integral operators
transform the wavelet basis into vaguelettes systems.
In our paper we introduce a definition of vaguelettes systems having
higher degrees of regularity and for such systems we prove some inequali-
 . s, qties in the spirit of 1 but with the Besov spaces B replacing the Lp 2
 .space. We also show that vaguelettes systems c for which all momentsjk
a a  a .of order - r vanish can be represented as  ­ c where c are< a <sr jk jk j, k
regularized vaguelettes systems. We establish now some notations that are
necessary in this paper.
Since all the considered functions will be defined on Rn, we shall omit it
 n.and we simply write L instead of L R for instance. We shall denote byp p
S the space of rapidly decreasing C`-functions and by S 9 the space of
tempered distributions. The duality between f g S 9 and a g S will be
 :written as f , a . The Fourier transform of f will be denoted by f .Ã
The standard notations will be employed for a multiindex a s
 . na , . . . , a g Z :1 n q
n n
< <a s a , a !s a !, i i
is1is1
­ a s ­ a1 ??? ­ an , x a1 ??? x an1 n 1 n
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1. DIFFERENTIAL REPRESENTATION OF MEASURES
We consider the vector space M of all Radon measures m on Rn with
the property that
< < m < <p m s x d m x - ` .  .Hm
for every m G 0; by definition, the topology on M is given by the family of
seminorms p .m
We also consider the Banach space M of all Radon measures m on Rnr
with the property that
ry15 5 < < < <m s 1 q x d m x - `. .  .M Hr
n a  .A Radon measure m on R is called r-oscillating if m g M and Hx dm xr
< <s 0 for every multiindex a with a - r. By identifying a function f with
 .the measure f x dx we can speak about r-oscillating functions.
For every multiindex a we introduce the linear map R : M ª M givena
by
< <a 1< < < <a a y1 a :R m , f s y1 1 y t x f tx dm x dt .  .  .  .  .H Ha a ! 0
for every continuous f on Rn with compact support.
The fact that R is correctly defined is a consequence of the followinga
proposition.
PROPOSITION 1.1. R is continuous with respect to the topology of M.a
Proof.
< <a 1 < <a y1 m< a << < < < < <p R m F 1 y t x tx d m x dt .  .  . . H Hm a a ! 0
< <a 1 < <a y1 mm < a <qm< < < < < <s 1 y t t x x d m x dt .  .H H
a ! 0
s C p m . .m < a <qm
The main result of the section gives the differential representation of a
measure with vanishing moments with the aid of the operators R ; thea
 .derivatives in 2 below are to be understood in the sense of distributions,
 .so that 2 must be regarded as an equality between the distribution in the
right side and the tempered distribution defined by m. Obviously, if a
 .  .representation of type 2 holds with R m replaced by arbitrary Radon
measures, then necessarily m is r-oscillating.
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THEOREM 1.1. Let r be a positi¨ e integer and let m g M be r-oscillating
< <a - r. Then
m s ­ a R m . 2 .  . a
< <a sr
Proof. The Taylor expansion at 0 of any f g S is
v a x a 1 ry1a a af x s ­ f 0 q r 1 y t x ­ f tx dt. .  .  .  .  H
a ! a ! 0< < < <a -r a sr
By integration with respect to m we have
x a 1 ry1 a a :m , f s r 1 y t dt x ­ f tx dm x .  .  . H H
a ! 0< <a sr
< <a as y1 R m , ­ f .  . ; a
< <a sr
a :s ­ R m , f . . a
< <a sr
By using the same methods as above we can prove the following variant
of Theorem 1.1:
< <THEOREM 1.2. For e¨ery multiindex a with a - s the operator R ,a
defined abo¨e, acts continuously between M and M . Moreo¨er, for e¨erys sy < a <
r F s and e¨ery r-oscillating m g M we ha¨e
m s ­ a R m . . a
< <a sr
2. DIFFERENTIAL REPRESENTATION OF FUNCTIONS
We consider the vector space F of all measurable functions f on Rn
with the property that
m< <q f s sup x f x - ` .  .m
nxgR
for every m G 0. By definition, the topology of F is given by the family of
 4seminorms q .m mG 0
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Clearly the inclusion map of F into M is continuous provided we agree
 . .that a function f in F is identified with the measure f x dx . If we apply
directly Theorem 1.1, in order to obtain the differential representation of
the elements of F with vanishing moments, then we get a representation
 .in terms of the derivatives of the measure R f , the latter being ina
general not defined by functions in F. Nevertheless, the following proposi-
tion shows that the measures in M can be used as regularizing tools for
the elements of F, so that our differential representation will be finally in
terms of derivatives of functions which are elements of F.
 .PROPOSITION 2.1. The bilinear map m, f ª m) f from M = F into F
 .is continuous. We denoted by ) the con¨olution.
Proof. We can restrict ourselves to positive m and f. We have
< < mq m) f s sup x f x y y dm y .  .  .Hm
nxgR
< < ms sup x f x y y dm y .  .H
y1n < < < <xyy G2 xxgR
< < mq sup x f x y y dm y .  .H
y1n < < < <y G2 xxgR
ymm< < < <F q f sup x 1 q x y y dm y .  . .Hm y1n < < < <xyy G2 xxgR
< < mq q f sup x dm y .  .H0 y1n < < < <y G2 xxgR
ymm y1< < < <F q f sup x 1 q 2 x dm y .  . . Hm
nxgR
m
< <q q f sup 2 y dm y .  . .H0
nxgR
F C q f p m q q f p m . .  .  .  . .m 0 0 m
THEOREM 2.1. For e¨ery multiindex a there is a continuous linear map
S : F ª F such thata
f s ­ aS f . a
< <a sr
for e¨ery r-oscillating f g F.
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Proof. Let w be a C`-function in F whose Fourier transform equals 1
 .  .  .in a neighborhood of 0. Define S f s w )R f q R d y w ) f wherea a a
d is the Dirac measure at 0. The map S is well defined and continuousa
according to Propositions 1.1 and 2.1.
a  . < <Since Hx f x dx s 0 whenever a - r, Theorem 1.1 gives
f s ­ a R f . . a
< <a sr
By the same theorem,
d y w s ­ a R d y w . a
< <a sr
a  .  . < <since ­ d y w 0 s 0 for a - r, by the choice of w. It follows thatÃ
f s w ) f q d y w ) f s ­ a w )R f q R d y w ) f .  .  . . a a
< <a sr
as ­ S f . . a
< <a sr
 . rIt follows from the above proof that S f is of class C whenever f isa
so.
3. VAGUELETTES AND BESOV SPACES
 .  .By a vaguelettes system v.s we mean a collection f of functions onjk
Rn indexed by j g Z, k g Z n and verifying
ypn jr2 j< <f x F C 2 1 q 2 x y k .  .jk p
for every j, k in the index sets and every p G 0.
 y< a < j a . < <The v.s. is called r-regular if 2 ­ f is a v.s. whenever a F r andjk
r-oscillating if each f is r-oscillating.jk
 .A collection f of measurable functions forms a v.s. if and only if thejk
functions g given byjk
g x s 2yn jr2 f 2yj x q k .  . .jk jk
form a bounded subset of the topological vector space F defined in the
preceding section. This remark combined with Theorem 2.1 leads to
 .THEOREM 3.1. A ¨ .s. f is r-oscillating if and only if for e¨ery a withjk
< <  a .a s r there is a ¨ .s. f such thatjk
f s 2yr j ­ a f ajk jk
< <a sr
for e¨ery j, k.
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For every v.s. we attach the coefficient operators K which take aj
  .  . .function f into the sequence Hf x f x dx .jk k
LEMMA 3.1. K is continuous from L into l and its norm is bounded byj p p
C 2n r pyn r2. j for 1 F p F `.p
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the norm estimate for the transposed
t  . operator K taking a sequence j s j g l into  j f with 1rp qj k q k k jk
.  .  < <.yny11rq s 1 . Set f x s 1 q x . We have
qq
nq jr2 j< <j f x dx F 2 j f 2 x y k dx .  . H Hk jk k /
k k
q
nqr2y1. j < <F C 2 j f x y k dx .Hq k /
k
q
nqr2y1. j < <F C 2 j f x q l y k dx. . Hq k /nw x0, 1 l k
< <  .The sum  j f x q l y k is the lth term of the convolution betweenk k
 .   ..the sequences j and f x q k so that its l -norm is dominated byk q
5 5  .  .j  f x q k . On the other hand, the function x ª  f x q k isq k k
w xnbounded on 0, 1 . Hence
qq
qnqr2y1. j 5 5j f x dx F C 2 j f x q k dx .  . H qHk jk q  /nw x0, 1k k
qnqr2y1. j 5 5F C 2 j .qq
5 5In the following we shall use to denote function norms as well asp
norms of bounded operators acting between L and l .p p
LEMMA 3.2.
5 a t 5  < a <qn r2yn r p. j­ K F C 2pj p
< <for a F r pro¨ided that the ¨ .s. is r-regular.
a  . < a < < a < j a aProof. We have K ­ f s y1 2 K f where K are the coeffi-j j j
 y< a < j a .cient operators attached to the v.s. 2 ­ f . Hencejk
5 a 5  < a <qn r qyn r2. jK ­ F C 2qj q
by Lemma 3.1 from where the result follows by duality.
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LEMMA 3.3.
5 5 y < a <qn r pyn r2. j 5 a 5K f F C 2 ­ fp pj p
< <a sr
for e¨ery rapidly decreasing C`-function f pro¨ided that the ¨ .s. is r-oscillating.
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, f s 2yr j ­ a f a so that K f sjk < a <sr jk j
yr j a a a .2  y1 K ­ f and the result follows from Lemma 3.1.< a <sr j
Although not directly related to our main results, it seems useful to
indicate the extension of the above lemmas to the case of fractional
differentiationrintegration. We shall consider the operator D s defined for
 s . Ãevery s g R and every tempered distribution f by D f s 1 q
< < 2 . sr2v f .Ã
COROLLARY.
5 s t 5  sqn r2yn r p. jD K F C 2pj p
pro¨ided that at least one of the abo¨e conditions holds:
 .i 0 - s - r and the ¨ .s. is r-regular.
 .ii yr - s - 0 and the ¨ .s. is r-oscillating.
Proof. Both cases are derived from Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 respectively by
the usual method of passing from integral to fractional differentiation
w x  . `described in 2, Chap. II, Sect. 8 . For ii we consider a C -function w
 . < <  . < <such that 0 F w F 1, w v s 1 for v F 1, and w v s 0 for v G 2. We
 .  .decompose f as f q f with f s w f , f s 1 y w f where w v sÃ Ã Ã Ã1 2 1 j 2 j j
 yj .w 2 v .
By Lemma 3.3,
5 5 5 5 5 5K f F K f q K fq q qj j 1 j 2
yrqn r qyn r2. j 5 a 5 n r qyn r2. j 5 5F C 2 ­ f q 2 f . q qq 1 2 /
< <a sr
< < s a < < s .From the definition of w it follows that v v w and v 1 y w are the
Fourier transforms of certain functions f a, g g L respectively, for each a1
< <with a s r. Hence
< < s a  rqs. j a < < s s jÃ Ãv v w s 2 f , v 1 y w s 2 g , . . .j j j j
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a  . n j a  j .  . n j  j .where f x s 2 f 2 x , g x s 2 g 2 x . It follows thatj j
ysr2a  rqs. j a  rqs. j ys5 5 5 5 5 5­ f s 2 f ) yD f F 2 D f , .q q q1 j
ysr2s j s j ys5 5 5 5 5 5f s 2 g ) yD f F 2 D f , .q q q2 j
where D denotes the Laplacian, so that we get
5 5  sqn r qyn r2. j 5 ys 5K f F C 2 D f .q qj q
s ys 5 s 5Since D is the inverse of D , the above implies K D Fqj
 sqn r qyn r2. j 5 s t 5  sqn r2yn r p. jC 2 and D K F C 2 by duality.qq j p
 .The proof in the case i is similar and is left to the reader.
For our purposes we shall use Lizorkin's definition of inhomogeneous
Besov spaces, which applies to positive exponents as well as the null and
 .the negative ones. Consider a function w g S such that w v s 1 forÃ
< <  . < <  .v F 1 and w v s 0 for v G 2 and define c by c x sj jÃ
n jq1.  jq1 . n j  j . w x w x2 w 2 x y 2 w 2 x . For any s g R, p g 1, ` , and q g 1, ` , the
Besov space B s, q is formed of those f g S 9 for whichp
1rq`
q qs jq5 5 5 5f *w q 2 f )c - `. 3 .p pj /
js0
5 5 s, qThe above expression is taken as the norm f .Bp
We shall rely on the following criterion for a distribution to belong to
s, q w xB which extends the one given in 2, Chap. II, Sec. 9 in order to coverp
the whole range for s.
LEMMA 3.4. A distribution f g S 9 belongs to B s, q if and only if therep
`  .exists a decomposition f s  f con¨ergence in the distributions sense , aisy1 i
 . < <sequence « s « g l , so that « s 0 for i - y1, and an integer r ) si q i
such that the following hold:
 . 5 5 ys ii f F 2 « for e¨ery i G y1pi i
 . 5 a 5  rys. i < <ii if s G 0 then ­ f F 2 « for e¨ery a with a s r andpi i
e¨ery i G y1;
 . 5 5 yrys. i 5 a 5iii if s F 0 then f )c F 2 «  ­ c for e¨ery c g Sp 1i i < a <sr
and e¨ery i G 0.
In addition, the infimum of the l -norms of all sequences « for whichq
 .  .  . 5 5 s, qi ] iii are satisfied for some choice of r is a normal equi¨ alent to f .Bp
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Proof. Suppose that the above conditions are satisfied. We first evalu-
5 5ate f )w . We havep
`
5 5 5 5f )w F f )wp pi
isy1
`¡ s ysi5 52 « w q 2 « if s ) 0,1y1 i
is0~F `
s yrys. i a5 5 5 52 « w q 2 « ­ w if s F 0, 1 1y1 i¢
is0 < <a sr
5 5F C « . 4 .q
s j 5 5 s j ` 5 5To evaluate 2 f )c we put the sum 2  f )c in the formp pj isy1 i j
s j s j  .2  q 2  . To evaluate the first sum in the case s G 0 we use iii- j iG j
by remarking that, by virtue of Theorem 2.1, c s  ­ ac a for some0 < a <sr 0
c a g S ; therefore c s 2yr j ­ ac a where the c a are given by0 j < a <sr j j
a  . n j a  j .c x s 2 c 2 x and hence they form a bounded subset of L . We getj 0 1
that the first sum is dominated by
s j yr j 5 a a 5 y rys. jy1.2 2 ­ f )c F C 2 « . 5 .  pi j i
i-j < < i-ja r
 .In the case s - 0 we use i instead to obtain the upper bound
C 2 s jyi.« . 6 . i
i-j
 .To evaluate the second sum in the case s F 0 we use iii to obtain the
upper bound
s j yrys. i 5 a 5  rqs. jyi.2 « 2 « ­ c F C 2 « . 7 .  1i i j i
iGj < < iGja sr
 .In the case s ) 0 we use i instead to obtain the upper bound
C 2 s jyi.« . 8 . i
iGj
 .  .Now the right sides of 5 ] 8 are the jth terms of the convolutions
between « and certain sequences of l . For instance, the sequence l for1
 .5 is given by
l s 2y rys. i for i ) 0, l s 0 for i F 0.i i
 .  .  .For 4 , 5 , and the above remark we finally get that the expression in 1
5 5is dominated by C « .q
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 .The converse implication which we shall not use is easily proved by
defining f s f )w, f s f )c and taking into account the low-pass andy1 i i
band-pass filter properties of w and c respectively.j
 .THEOREM 3.2. For e¨ery sequence j of elements of l such that j s 0j p j
for j - 0 we ha¨e
1rq
qX  sqn r2yn r p.q j 5 5K j F C 2 j  pj j j /
s , qj jBp
pro¨ided that at least one of the abo¨e conditions holds:
 .i 0 - s - r and the ¨ .s. is r-regular;
 .ii yr - s - 0 and the ¨ .s. is r-oscillating;
 .iii s s 0 and the ¨ .s. is 1-regular and 1-oscillating.
For e¨ery function f g B s, q we ha¨ep
1rq`
q sqn r2yn r p.q j
s , q5 5 5 52 K f F C f p Bj p /
js0
pro¨ided that at least one of the following conditions holds:
 .i 0 - s - r and the ¨ .s. is r-oscillating;
 .ii yr - s - 0 and the ¨ .s. is r-regular;
 .iii s s 0 and the ¨ .s. is 1-regular and 1-oscillating.
Proof. We use Lemma 3.4 with f s 0, f s K tj and « sy1 j j j j
 sqn r2yn r p. j 5 52 j for j G 0.pj
 .  .We need to verify i ] iii . By Lemma 3.1,
5 t 5 n r2yn r p. j 5 5 ys jK j F C 2 j s C 2 « .p pj j p j p j
If s G 0 then we use Lemma 3.2 to obtain
5 a t 5  rqn r2yn r p. j 5 5  rys. j­ K j F C 2 j s C 2 «p pj j p j p j
< <  .for every a with a s r in the case s s 0 we take r s 1 .
If s F 0 we first write
t t5 5  : < 5 5K j )c s sup K j )c , g g g S , g F 1 5p p9j j j j
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where p9 is the conjugate exponent of p. Then we remark that
 t :K j )c , g s j , K c ) gÄ ; .j j j j
 .  .where c x s c yx . By Lemma 3.3,Ä
yrqn r p9yn r2. j a5 5K c ) g F C 2 ­ c ) g .  p9j pp9
< <a sr
yrqn r2yn r p. j 5 a 5F C 2 ­ c 1p
< <a sr
so that
5 t 5 5 5 yrqn r2yn r p. j 5 a 5K j )c F C j 2 ­ cp p 1j j p j
< <a sr
yrys. j 5 a 5F C 2 « ­ c 1p j
< <a sr
 .again r s 1 if s s 0 .
Since all the conditions of Lemma 3.4 are fulfilled, the result follows.
w xBy a duality argument, cf. 2, Chap. II, Sect. 8 , we obtain the second
statement of the theorem.
4. DIFFERENTIAL REPRESENTATION OF ELEMENTS
OF BESOV SPACES
In this section we denote by B s, q l M the Banach space of all f g S 9p r
which belong to B s, q as well as to M endowed with the normp r
5 5 s, q 5 5 .max f , f .B Mp r
THEOREM 4.1. Let the integer r be gi¨ en. For e¨ery multiindex a with
< < s, q sqr , qa - r there is a continuous linear map S : B l M ª B such thata p r p
f s ­ a S f . a
< <a sr
s, q a  . < <for e¨ery f g B l M ¨erifying Hx f x dx s 0 whene¨er a - r.p r
Proof. We start from a real wavelet basis of L . As is well known see2
w x.  .  .2 , such a basis is formed by the system of functions c and w« , j, k k
 4n  .4 nindexed by « g 0, 1 _ 0, . . . , 0 , j g Z and k g Z . The c areq « , jk
generated by the wavelet functions c ,«
c x s 2 n jr2c 2 j x y k , .  .« , jk «
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while the w are generated by the scaling function wk
w x s w x y k . .  .k
We may assume that the scaling and wavelet functions are sufficiently
regular and that the wavelet functions have enough many vanishing
 .moments the precise requirements depend on s and r . We may then
 .apply Theorem 3.1 to the vaguelettes system c and obtain the« , jk
differential representation
c s 2yr j ­ a c a ,« , jk « , jk
< <a sr
 a .in terms of the v.s. c .« , jk j, k
The wavelet expansion of any f g S 9 is of the form f s Ef q Df where
Ef s j w , Df s j c k k « , jk « , jk
«k j k
 :  : wand j s f , w , j s f , c . It is known from 2, Chap. VI, Sect.k k « , jk « , jk
x s, q10 that the B -norm of f is equivalent top
1rq
qrp qrp
p p sqn r2yn r p.q j< < < <j q 2 j  k « , jk /  / /sk j k
 .this follows also from the above exposed theory . Hence, if we define the
operator D bya
D f s 2yr jj c a ,a « , jk « , jk
« j k
it follows from Theorem 3.2 that D acts continuously between B s, q anda p
B sqr , q and that we havep
Df s ­ a D f . 9 . a
< <a sr
It is not hard to prove that f g M implies Ef g M , so that Df g M also.r r r
 .This combined with the representation 9 shows that Df is r-oscillating
which in turn implies that Ef is r-oscillating. Since Ef g M we may applyr
to Ef the operator R of Theorem 1.2 and definea
E f s R Ef )u q R d y u ) Ef , .  .a a a
where u is some function in S ; we use the same approach as that in
Theorem 2.1. As in that theorem it is verified that
Ef s ­ a E f . a
< <a sr
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It remains only to show that E acts continuously between B s, q l M anda p r
B sqr , q, which will conclude the proof by defining S s E q D . Indeed, Ep a a a
is continuous from M while R is continuous from M into M , so thatr a r 0
 . sqr , qf ª R Ef )u is continuous from M into B . On the other hand,a r p
b b
s , q5 5 5 5 5 5­ R d y u ) Ef F C ­ Ef F C Ef F C Ef . p p Bpa p
< <  .whenever b F s q r q 1, so that f ª R d y u ) Ef is continuous froma
B s, q into B sq r , q. The proof is complete.p p
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